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Kia ora
Walton whanau
For those of you who are observant, you’ll notice that I’ve invaded the cover page for
my blurb! :) The reason being is that this newsletter is a massive one because over the
next ten pages you’ll see we’ve brought together all the elements that make up our
Walton Way.
Over the last few years we’ve been working hard to bring our Motto, Vision & Values
to life here. They’re very important to us and define who we are and as such, the
following pages will hopefully clarify these for you too. That way you can have better
conversations with your children around these in the future too.
It’s been a long time coming and plenty of deep thinking has gone into it all, and
we love it! But I’d be keen to hear from our whanau and community around your
thoughts too.
So feel free to email me with your comments at principal@walton.school.nz
Nga mihi,
Jeremy Kurth
Principal

“If you don’t know your history, then you don’t know anything.
You’re a leaf that doesn’t know it’s part of a tree. ”

Our motto

Tu Maia, Tu Rangatira
Stand Tall & Proud
When a sapling is provided with the ideal
conditions it will grow into a mighty Oak
that stands tall and proud, making an
impression upon all those who see it.
Likewise, at Walton School we aim to
provide the ideal conditions to support
our tamariki to stand tall and proud as they
move through their schooling years with us.
Tu Maia, Tu Rangatira.

Planting one of the Oak trees on the bank at Walton School - July 1933

Our vision

To grow...

Successful Creative Collaborative

ākonga
Learners

Our vision explained
Concept
Design CREATIVE,
and illustration
Our school’s vision is to grow
SUCCUSSFUL,
COLLABORATIVE
ākonga who can stand tall and proud.

The following logos represent the three areas of our vision and are
SUCCESS
CREATIVITY
COLLABORATIO
translated
into te reo. These are also used
as the names our three
Hapu,
which are our ‘school houses’.
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soaring high and reaching their potential.
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& innovation is more important than ever.
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COLLABORATIVE - working together brings out
the best in ourselves & helps us all to succeed.
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Who are Our AKONGA?
Akonga means student, learner, or pupil in Maori.
Additionally, the word sounds very similar to acorn, which of course is the
nut that falls from the mighty Oak. The acorn contains the seed which has
the potential to grow into a magnificent tree when fully matured.
When considering these two important aspects, we figured it made sense
to combine these two ideas and create three ākonga characters that
would personify our school’s vision. They’re intended to be a fun & playful
means of reinforcing the Walton Way to our young tamariki.
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We’d like to introduce
ourselves.
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Poipoia te kakano kia puawai.
Nurture the seed and it will blossom.
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Our values

Several years ago our BoT spent months consulting
with our school’s parents, whanau, ākonga, and
kaiako about what they believed were important
values for an educationally powerful school.
From this we were about to create our school’s
SPIRIT, which is an acronym for the six values that
we emphasise here at Walton School.

Akonga Qualities
To help our ākonga achieve our school’s vision of being successful,
creative, collaborative learners, we have determined what learning
qualities are of importance for our school’s context. Then, using our
three vision areas, we have grouped them accordingly.
These qualities are also within our Ko Au books to assist our ākonga
within their daily learning.
Learning
Habits

risk taker

-Reflective
-Resourceful
-Resilient
-Reliable

-Independent
-Goal setter
-Challenging own limits
-not afraid to make mistakes

knowing success

-through Ko Au books
-in all curriculum areas
-Whanau and Parent expectations
-sports and academic contexts
-school & classroom certificates and
acknowledgement
-having FUN learning and feeling a sense of
BELONGING

Achieving Goals

explorer & creator
-seek, use, & create new knowledge
-curious wonderings
-confidently use IT to explore the digital
world
-designer and maker

creative thinker

-setting SMART or specific goals
-high expectations
-persevering to reach my goals
-being flexible and adaptive in my learning
-getting ‘unstuck’ when challenges arise

Managing self

-displaying SPIRIT values throughout school life
-being responsible for my words and actions
-make plans and manage my time
-meet deadline for projects/tasks

-alternatively, not just one way of doing
things
-building upon own experiences and
prior knowledge
-developing own ideas and thinking
around an idea (it’s ok to think
dif ferently!)
-applying thoughts into action
-reflecting and improving

problem solver

learning to learn

-identifying a problem
-exploring solutions
-being enterprising and innovative
-making decisions (knowing when it’s time to
act on ideas!)

-knowing how I learn best
-agent of my own learning; knowing where I’m at and
my next steps
-can talk about my learning (Seesaw/Ko Au books)
-capable user of language, symbols & text

striving
-to reach my full potential
-acknowledging and using my
strengths
-knowing it’s ongoing;success builds
upon success

celebrating
-own success
-others success
-’big wins’ as well
as the ‘little wins’
too
-making progress
every day

cooperate

-with peers
-with adults
-with people who are dif ferent to me

teamwork

-working with others to
reach a shared goal
-fulfilling my role in the
team
-contributing and being
actively involved

going beyond
our school
-local, national & worldwide
participation & engagement

good communicator
& active listenier

-patience to wait my turn
-thinking about what is being said before
speaking myself
-communicating in a range of contexts

cultural diversity
-acknowledgment, especially
of T.Waitangi
-respect
-inclusive
-participation in

question master
-using key words/vocab
-knowing when to ask relevant
open or closed questions

interacting

playful
- no idea is a bad idea
-happy to experiment
with odd ideas to see
where they lead
-innovative

-showing tolerance of others
needs,personalities & abilities
-respecting all points of view
-considering more ideas than your
own
-conveying your thoughts & ideas
respectfully
-sharing ideas and actively
participating in groups & peers
-negotiating & compromising
-giving things a go both in & out of
classroom

Our Curriculum
We belive in a holistic approach
to learning, and as such, we have
developed the below timetable
as a way to ensure we do justice
to all learning areas of the NZ
Curriculum.
The foundation areas of
reading, writing, & maths have
been given ample time over
the course of the week, but
we’ve also dedicated plenty
of time in the afternoons
and on Friday to
implementing a rich
broad cuccirulum at
Walton School.

Monday

Block
One

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Flex Time &
Ko Au
Korero

Foundation Learning
(Reading, Writing, Maths)

9 - 10:40am

Friday

Break Time: 10:40-11am

Block
Two

11am - 12:15pm

Block
Three
1:15 - 2:55pm

Kapa Haka
Y3-6: 11-11:30
Y0-2: 11:30-12

Foundation
Learning
Topic
Learning

Foundation Learning
(Reading, Writing, Maths)

Lunch break: 12:15pm -1:15pm

Te Reo
T-Day
...............
H&PE

Topic
Learning

Te Reo
T-Day
...............
H&PE

Flex Time &
Ko Au
Korero
Arts Arvo
...............
Whole
School
Assembly

Thematic Approach
Every year an overarching theme is decided upon which we
attempt to link all learning into. Beneath this yearly theme,
each term has its own learning context that we weave in
specific curriculum areas and objectives.
We aim to have themes and learning contexts that
are exciting, fun, and engaging so that akonga are
immediately hooked in.

2021

TIme Travel
Travel
TIme
Term’s Context

Assessed
Curriculum
Area

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

SCIENCE
Physical World

TECHNOLOGY
Technological
Knowledge

SCIENCE
Living World

SOCIAL
SCIENCES
AOs 3&4

-Inquiry & Physics
concepts

-Evolution

(Choose 1 AO to assess)

2022

Crazy Creatures
Term’s Context

Assessed
Curriculum
Area

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

SCIENCE
Planet Earth &
Beyond

TECHNOLOGY
Nature of
Technology

SCIENCE
Material World

SOCIAL
SCIENCES
AOs 5, 6, & 7

-Astronomical Systems

-Chemistry & Society
-Properties and changes
(Choose 1 AO to assess)
of matter

The Arts: Music, Dance & Drama are to be taught through our Friday ‘Arts Arvos’
Health & PE: Term 1 Swimming & Hector’s World, Term 3 Cross Country, Term 4 Athletics & Life Ed.
Te Reo: Kapa haka every Monday. Instructional lessons of Te Reo every Tuesday & Thursday.

Honouring Te Tiriti o Te Waitangi

At Walton School we strive to meet the three principles of the Treaty of Waitangi;

Partnership

Protection

Our vision is for young people who
will work to create an Aotearoa New
Zealand in which Maori & Pakeha
recognise each other as full Treaty
partners, and in which all cultures
are valued for the contributions they
bring-NZC

The principle of protection is
about protecting Maaori knowledge, interests, values & other taonga. Identity, language, & culture
are important expressions of what
it means to be a culturally located
learner.

Partnership is realised as schools
collaborate with Maori & non-maori
to develop, implement, & review
policies, practices, & procedures.

Language & culture are intertwined, so this learning provides
insights into te ao Maori & Maori
world views.

Schools are encouraged to form
partnerships with local iwi & hapu
as a part of engaging with maori
community.

Our Aim

Māori ākonga at
Walton School enjoying
& achieving educational
success as māori.
Through the implementation of
our Te Tiriti o Te Waitangi action
plan, we will maintain the pursuit
of equity and excellence for all our
māori ākonga. We will constantly
be reviewing our practices to seek
continual imporvement for the
betterment of our tangatawhenua.

Participation
Participation is about equality of
opportunities & outcomes.
Students need to learn to participate & contribute as active
citizens through opportunities to
explore & appreciate the rich &
diverse cultures, languages, and
heritage that shape their identities
as Kiwis.
Participation also emphasises
positive Maori involvement at all
levels of education (NEG9)

dates to remember...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

26th November – Interschool Athletics @ The Domain
(behind Matamata Primary)
3rd – 4th December – Overnight Camp (Years 3 & 4)
7th December - Teacher Only Day (no students at school)
8th December – Written reports go home
9th December – Student Led Conferences
15th December –
End of Year Prizegiving @ MBC
16th December –
END OF TERM
3rd February 2021 –
DAY 1 – TERM 1

lunch orders
Remember to place your order for Friday Pizza orders – orders to
class teachers by 9:15am.

Are you leaving Walton???
We are in the process of drafting our class lists for 2021 BUT it
heavily relies upon us knowing who is returning, and more so...who is
not! So if you are moving out of the area, or just changing school,
can you please let us know ASAP so that we can factor this into our
2021 classes.

NOTE: Class lists and stationery lists for 2021 will come home with the
written reports at the end of this term.

Community News

Thanks to local Walton berry farm

Dairy’s Berries, the Walton School PTA
will be selling strawberries again at
the End Of Year prizegiving. These will be
freshly picked on the day and sold for $12
for 1kg or $20 for 2kgs.

Caught Being Good
Week 4

Zephyer Flutey
Nardia-Rose Tuhakaraina
Lilliana Daley
Lynden Kiore
Josh Rawiri
Absent: Kahlow Pryor
Elena Winke - HAPU Star

Week 5
Zoe Ogle
Rayden Laurent
Lucas Tumai
Levi Ahlers
Absent: Te Ariki Haimona
Paige Flavell
Jax West- HAPU Star

Proudly sponsored by

THANKS SO
SO MUCH!
MUCH!
THANKS
Walton School would like to thank the following families for their generous
donation of calves.
We really appreciate all the support in such a trying year.
Glenn & Adele Gower
Scott & Sarah Bonenkamp
Jeremy & Lucy Bennett
Reece & Rachel Croasdale
Stuart Gordon
Hayden & Emma McGaffin
Gavin Townhill & Rebecca Osborne
Simon & Aimee Player
Andrew & Sarah Bouton
Carl & Jodie Goudswaard
Stu & Kate Muckle
Chad & Jan Winke
Hugh Metcalfe & Karyn Sinclair
Mason & Briarley Stephens

And a huge thank
you also to

Laurent
Contractors
for the haulage!

Touching Base
Do you need to touch base with your child’s teacher? Then we want to hear from you. You might have
something on your mind but feel like you don’t want to bother a teacher, that’s when it’s a perfect time to
catch up with us! If it’s enough to bother you then it’s enough to have a chat about. Our teachers want to
hear from you about these minor thing, in fact it’s the minor things we prefer to hear about before they
grow into major things.
Sometimes you might be in luck when you pop down to school and happen to catch your child’s teacher
in between teaching and other activities. However, if you’d like to ensure you do have that uninterrupted
scheduled time with your child’s teacher then here is what you can do:
•
Email your child’s teacher asking if they will be able to meet at some stage over the next few days
-Give some options of when suits you too.
-NOTE: It may not be possible for teachers to meet you on the same day you email or call them,
so please give them a day or two heads up
•
Briefly outline what you would like to chat about, remember nothing is too small if it’s playing on
your mind. We want to help you and your child.
•
If you don’t have email, you can always call the office.
•
If it’s easier for you, then you can even let the teachers know that you don’t necessarily want to
meet but would like an email reply, or a call, to what’s on your mind.
Emails for teachers are:
Room 1 – anna.kurth@walton.school.nz & hayley.kearns@walton.school.nz (Jonelle is currently on
maternity leave)
Room 2 – frances.gillard@walton.school.nz
Room 3 – kane.fraser@walton.school.nz & lyn.brown@walton.school.nz (Lyn is release 2 days a week)
Room 4 – karen.russell@walton.school.nz
Room 5 – paul.keogh@walton.school.nz
Room 6 – hannah.caldwell@walton.school.nz & richelle.cossill@walton.school.nz (Richelle is release 1
day a week)

Anna Kurth

Hayley Kearns

Paul Keogh

Hannah Caldwell

Frances Gillard

Lyn Brown

Kane Fraser

Karen Russell

Richelle Cossill

Jonelle Seeney

Thank you to our
awesome supporters

Waharoa Transport

You’re AMAZING! for covering the cost of the diesel for our school bus.
Thanks SOOO MUCH!
Ph: 888 8158

